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SOME RESULTS ON PRINCIPAL EIGENVALUES FOR
PERIODIC PARABOLIC PROBLEMS WITH WEIGHT

U. KAUFMANN

Let 0 C Kw be a bounded domain. We study existence and uniqueness of principal
eigenvalues for the Dirichlet periodic parabolic problem with weight Lu = Amu in
fi x K when the independent coefficient of the differential operator L is not necessarily
positive.

1. INTRODUCTION

Let Q, C R", N ^ 2, be a bounded domain. For T > 0 and 1 ^ p,q ^ oo,
let LP(Lq) be the Banach space of T-periodic functions / on fi x R (that is, satisfying

f(x,t) = f{x,t + T) almost everywhere (x,t)) with | | / ( - ,* ) | | w ( n ) p < oo. Let

L\ be the Banach space of T-periodic functions / : fixR-» M such that /|nx(o,r)

€ V[p. x (0,7)), equipped with its natural norm | |/ | | i ? , = | |/ |nx(o,T)|| iP/nx(0T)v We

fix from now on v,s € (l,oo] such that (N/2v) + 1/s < 1, with s ^ 2. Let {aitj}, {bj},

1 ^ i, j ^ N, be two families of T-periodic functions satisfying a^- € L^?, ajj = a^ for

1 ^ i, j ^ N and bj € L°°(I,2"). Assume that E ^ j ^ . * ) ^ - ^ ao|C|2 for some a0 > 0

and all (x,t) € fi x R, ^ e RN. Let ao(x,t) be a T-periodic function, and let L be the
parabolic operator given by

^ = ««- E &j E °u &;« + E 6 ^ u + a""

The existence of principal eigenvalues (that is, eigenvalues with positive eigenfunc-
tions associated) for the periodic parabolic problem with T-periodic weight function

(1.1)
Lu — Xmu
u = 0
u T-periodic

inf
on (

2 x

m
R
x R
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has been widely studied. For applications we refer to [10]. In [2], Beltramo and Hess
proved, for C2+s bounded domains, weights m € Ce>e^2(Q x R) and operators in nondi-
vergence form, that if

fT

(1.2) P(m) := ess sup m(x,t)dt
Jo *en

then P(m) > 0 is a necessary and sufficient condition on m for the existence, uniqueness
and (algebraic) simplicity of a positive principal eigenvalue. Later on there were many
extensions of their results, weakening the regularity assumptions in the weight and the
domain and also allowing more general boundary conditions (for example, [1, 9, 3, 4, 8]
and the references therein). In all these works it is always assumed that the independent
coefficient OQ is nonnegative. On the other hand, the analogous elliptic problem was
treated in [6] for operators with an independent coefficient which changes sign in fi,
using as main tools the Krein-Rutman theorem as well as the variational characterisation
of the first eigenvalue.

Our aim in this paper is to study problem (1.1) when oo changes sign in fi x TSL. Of
course, we do not have the variational characterisation here and so we cannot follow the
approach in [6]. We shall follow instead the main ideas used to treat (1.1) when ao ̂  0,
namely we shall study the family of auxiliary eigenvalue problems

Lu = Xmu + fj,mL{X)u in ft x R

(i.3) ^ u = o on an x R

^u T-periodic

where, for each A G R, fim<L(X) is defined as the only real number such that (1.3) has a
positive solution.

Let Lo be the operator defined by LQ = L + a,Q. Let us denote by Xi[L,m) (or
Ai(m) if no confusion arises) the positive principal eigenvalue for (1.1). We shall prove
that if a.Q is small enough, namely if Ai(L0,a^") > 1, then P(m) > 0 is still necessary and
sufficient for the existence of a unique positive principal eigenvalue. When Ai (Lo, ajj") = 1,
it turns out that the above condition is necessary but no longer sufficient. We shall give
a sufficient condition for this case. Finally, if Xi(L0, a^) < 1 we shall show that there can
exist one or two positive principal eigenvalues and that P{m) > 0 is not even necessary
in this case.

2. PRELIMINARIES

For / : ft x R -> R, let / + = max(/,0) and / " = max(- / ,0 ) . We shall assume
throughout the paper that CLQ and m satisfy the regularity conditions

a+,m+€L°(L"), a^m' € L??
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REMARK 2.1. Let us define \i when ao changes sign in fi x R (if no confusion arises we
shall write ^m(A) or simply fi(X) instead of Mm.tM)- Let A ^ 0. Adding ku, k constant,
to both sides of (1.3), the problem Lu = Xmu + fj,(X)u is equivalent to

(2.1) (L + (k - Xm))u = (fj.(X)+k)u

Now, for k large enough the operator [L + (k - Xm))~ : ^(V) -> LT(LP) is compact,
positive and irreducible (see [8, Proposition 2.4 and Lemma 2.6]), where r and p are
given by [8, Lemma 2.1]. Let us denote by p(T) the spectral radius of T. Thus, Krein-
Rutman's theorem (for example, [5, Theorem 12.3]) says that pi [L + (k — Am))~ I is

positive, is an algebraically simple eigenvalue of (L + (k — Xm))~ and that it is the only
eigenvalue with positive eigenfunctions associated. Taking into account this and (2.1),
we define fi(X) by

- k

It is easy to see that /i(A) does not depend on the choice of k. For A < 0 we set
jum(A) = fj._m(—A). Note that fx(X) can be characterised as the unique real number such
that (1.3) has a positive solution.

REMARK 2.2. It is known that fi es continuous and concave (see [8, Lemma 3.2]). More-
over, lim fi(X) = - c o if and only if P(m) > 0 (see [8, Lemma 3.5 and Theorem 3.6]).

A—*oo

For weights m € Lf, these results can also be found in [4, Proposition 3.2].
In the known case, that is, % = 0, it also holds that n(0) > 0, and thus this and the

properties of fi listed above give the existence of a (unique) positive principal eigenvalue
for (1.1) if and only if P(m) > 0. However, this property is not true in general any more
when ao changes sign. In fact, /i(0) can be positive, zero or negative as we shall see in
the next section.

REMARK 2.3. Let us recall the definition of// when ao is nonnegative. Assume here that
ao j? 0. Adding Xku to both sides of (1.3) and reasoning as in Remark 2.1 we have that
for k large enough (1.3) is equivalent to

: u = • A(A; — m ) ) u
Xk

and so by the Krein-Rutman theorem we may define fi by

1

(Note that in this case /J(0) = l/(p(L l)) > 0 since Krein-Rutman applies to L 1 because
ao ^ 0.) In particular, for A = Ai(m) we have

(2.3)
)k
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3. MAIN RESULTS

In a similar way to [6], we consider separately three cases:

Case I Xl(L0,a^)>l.

Case II Ai(L0,a^) = 1.

Case III Ai(L0 ,a^")<l .

We shall need the following corollary of Krein-Rutman's theorem (see [5, Corollary

12.4]).

LEMMA 3 . 1 . Let T be a linear, positive, compact and irreducible operator. Con-
sider the equation

(3.1) Xx-Tx = y

with y > 0. Then,

(i) Tie equation (3.1) has no positive solution for X < p(T).

(ii) Tie equation (3.1) has no solution for A = p{T).

T H E O R E M 3 . 2 .

(i) Suppose Ai(L0,a^") > 1. Tien, P(m) > 0 is necessary and sufficient for
the existence of a positive principal eigenvalue Ai(m) for (1.1). Moreover,
Ai(m) is unique and simple.

(111) Suppose Ai(L0,a^) = 1. Tien, P(m) > 0 is necessary but not sufficient
for the existence of a positive principal eigenvalue for (1.1).

(112) Tie conditions P{m) > 0 and

(3.2) - . °—T7 < rn~ almost everywhere (x, t)
Xi(L0,m

+)

are sufficient for the existence of a positive principal eigenvalue Ai(m).
Moreover, Ai(m) is simple, is the only nonzero principal eigenvalue for
(1.1) and X1(L0,m

+) ^ Xi(m) < Ai(L0,m).

PROOF: We shall prove first that Case I occurs if and only if ̂ m L(0) > 0 and thus (i)
shall follow from Remark 2.2. Assume first / im i(0) > 0. We have Lu = Xmu + fj,mL(X)u
for all A, with u > 0. In particular, for A = 0 we get Lu — fj,mL(0)u > 0. Then, since
Lo = L + %, adding feu to both sides with fe large enough and taking into account
Remark 2.3 we have

(3.3) ^u>(Lo + l.(k-tG))~lu:=Tu

where T satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 3.1. Now, suppose 1 = A^Lo, CLQ). Then, from

(2.3) we have p{T) = 1/k and thus (3.3) implies that p(T)u -Tu>0 which contradicts

Lemma 3.1 (ii). Sdppose 1 > Ai(Lo,ao )• T h e n Ma^oC1) < ° a n d s o f r o m (2'2) w e d e r i v e
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A* := 1/k < \/{k + Ma-.LoC1)) = P(T)- T h u s> it; follows from (3.3) that A*u - Tu > 0
with A* < p(T) and u > 0, in contradiction with Lemma 3.1 (i). So we must have
1 <X1(L0,a^).

Assume now tha t Ai(L0,Oo) > 1. We have Lu — fimL(0)u with u > 0. If £*m,i(0)

= 0, we get LQU = CLQU, U > 0. Thus, 1 = Ai(Lo,a^") > 1. Contradiction. Suppose

Mm,i(°) < °- T h e n w e obtain Lou - l.d^u < 0. But if 1 < Ai(Lo,a^) [8, Theorem 3.10]

says that u < 0. Contradiction. Thus, Atm>£(0) > 0.

Let us prove (i i l) . Observe tha t Xi(Lo,a.o) = 1 if and only if ^ m L ( 0 ) = 0. Indeed,

suppose first Ai(L0,Oo) = 1. Then there exists v > 0 such that Lov = CLQV and so

Lv = 0 = O.v. But /xm L(0) is the only number with such property, thus we must have

Mm,i(0) = 0- Conversely, if / i m i i (0) = 0 we have Lu — fj,mL(0)u = 0 with u positive and

so Lou = OQU, U > 0. Thus, Ai(Lo,a^~) = 1. So, the necessity follows as in (i). To prove

the remaining assertion, consider the weight m = m+. Clearly P(m+) > 0. Suppose

there exists Ai(m + ) . Then Mm+)£,(A) ^ 0 for all 0 < A < Ai(m + ) . Thus, for such A we

have Lu ^ Xm+u > 0 with u > 0, but then as in the beginning of the proof of (i) we get

Ai(Lo,a^") > 1. Contradiction.

We prove (ii2). We claim that (3.2) implies (j.mL(\l(Lo,m+)) ^ 0. Indeed, if not,

then Lu < Xi(L0,m
+)mu for some positive u. So we have

and then (3.2) implies Lou < Xi(L0,m
+)m+u. Now, as in (i) we get

— - i — — u < (Lo + Xl(L0,m
+)(k - m+))"1u =: Tu

Xi(Lo,m+)K

for some k large enough and thus (2.3) gives p(T)u < Tu. So p(T)(-u) - T(-u) > 0,
in contradiction with Lemma 3.1 (ii). Thus, /imi/(Ai(Lo,ni+)) ^ 0 and then, since
P{m) > 0, the continuity of pmL gives some A ^ A1(L0,Jn+) such that nmtL(X) = 0.
Moreover, since A = A1(Z/O,m + (ao)/A), [8, Proposition 3.1] implies A < Ai(Z,Oi"*)- The
uniqueness of the principal eigenvalue follows from the concavity of fim L and the fact

that /Vi(°) = °- 0
Let us note that in the known case, that is, a0 ^ 0, (3.2) is always satisfied and the

condition in (ii2) reduces to P{m) > 0, which in that case is also necessary. Note also

that 0 is a principal eigenvalue for (1.1) if and only if Ai(Lo, OQ ) = 1.

REMARK 3.3. Let N(m) = Jo essinf m(x,t)dt and suppose Ai(L0,a^) > 1. Since

/xm(A) = f*-m(-X), N(m) < 0 is necessary and sufficient for the existence of a (unique)

negative principal eigenvalue A_i(m) for (1.1). On the other hand, if Ai(Lo,ajT) = 1>

reasoning as above we can see that N(m) < 0 is necessary (but not sufficient) for

the existence of a negative principal eigenvalue. Moreover, if A < 0, writing Lu

= (-A)(-m)u it can be proved that (a^)/(A1(L0,m~)) ^ m+ almost everywhere (x, t)
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implies fj.mL(-Xi(L0,Tn~)) ^ 0 and so N(m) < 0 and (ao)/(Xi(Lo,m~)) ^ m+ almost
everywhere (x, t) are sufficient for the existence of a negative (unique) principal eigenvalue
A_i(m).

In Case III there can be one, two or no positive principal eigenvalues. Although we
cannot give a precise answer for each m (even in the elliptic case this does not seem to be
possible, see [6, Section 2.3]), we can still give sufficient conditions on m for the existence
of one or two positive principal eigenvalues.

COROLLARY 3 . 4 . Suppose Xi(L0,a^) < 1. Tien, (3.2) is sufficient for the exis-
tence of a positive principal eigenvalue for f(l.l). Moreover,

(11) If P(m) > 0 and (a^)/(Ai(£o,7n+)) < m~ in a set of positive measure,
then there exist two positive principal eigenvalues Ai(m) and Ai(m). These
eigenvalues are simple, are the only principal eigenvalues for (1.1) and
Xi(m) < \i(L0,m

+) < Ai(m).

(12) If P(m) > 0 and (a^)/(Ai(L0,m+)) = m~ almost everywhere (x,t), then
Ai (Lo, m + ) is a positive principal eigenvalue. This eigenvalue is simple, and
ifm = rn(t), is the only principal eigenvalue for (1.1).

(ii) If P{m) ^ 0, then there exists a positive principal eigenvalue Ai(m). This
eigenvalue is simple, is the only principal eigenvalue for (1.1) and Xi(m)
< Xi(L0,m

+).

PROOF: AS a consequence of the proof of Theorem 3.2 we see that Xi(Lo,ag) < 1
if and only if nmiL(0) < 0. On the other side, as in Theorem 3.2 (ii2) we have
fimL(Xi(L0,m

+)) ^ 0. Moreover, it is easy to check that iimL(Xi(L0,m
+)) = 0 if and

only if (ajJ")/(Ai(L0>"2+)) = tn~ and then in this case X\(L0,m
+) is a positive principal

eigenvalue for (1.1). Thus, (il), (ii) and the first part of (i2) follow as before. Suppose
now m = m(t). Let ms = m + (O,Q)/S and consider the problem LQU — Xmsu + /xs(A)u,
where ns = l^m3tL0- Clearly s is a principal eigenvalue for (1.1) if and only if fJ.s(s) = 0.
Without loss of generality we assume s > 0. Since m does not depend on x, taking
into account [10, Lemma 15.3] and reasoning as in [4, Lemma 5.4] we can prove that

Mj(A) = fj,3(O) - (X/T)P(ms) for all A > 0. Let A* = Xl(L0,m+). Note that by Remark
2.3 we have that /xs(0) is the same for all s. Moreover, since ^*A.(A*) = Owe obtain
fj,s(O) — (X'/T)P(m\'). Assume now there exists s > 0 such that (JLS(S) — 0. Then we
get X*P(m\') = sP(ms), and a computation shows that this implies (A* — s)P(m) — 0.
Since P{m) > 0, we must have X* = s and thus the uniqueness is proved. D

Let Mo := {(x,t) € fi x R : m(x,t) - 0}. Complementing Corollary 3.4 (ii) we
have.

PROPOSITION 3 . 5 . Suppose Ai(L0,ao) < 1, m+ = 0. Assume that O,QXM0
 = °

almost everywhere or Ai(L0,a^XM0) ^ 1J and (a.o)/(m~) € L°°(V - Mo) wiere V is a
neighbourhood ofM0. Then, there exists a positive principal eigenvalue Ax (m). Moreover,
Ai(m) is simple and is the only principal eigenvalue for (1.1).
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P R O O F : Suppose it does not exist A > 0 such that A'm.tM = 0. Then, since
/4mZ/(0) < 0 we have nm>L{X) < 0 for all A > 0. So, Lu < \mu = —\m~u for some u > 0
and thus

(3.4) Lou < aoXMo
u + (aoX{m<o} ~ Am~)u

for all A > 0. On the other hand, there exists A* large enough (not depending on (x,t))
such that aoX{m<o}~^*m~ ^ 0 almost everywhere ( i , t) € OxR with strict inequality in a
set of positive measure. So, (3.4) gives Lou < O.QXMOU w* t n u > 0 aa<^ therefore reasoning
as in the proof of Theorem 3.2 we get 1 > Ai(Lo,ajj"Xjifo), while if O,OXM0

 = 0 almost
everywhere we obtain a contradiction with the positivity of LQ1. Thus, the existence of
Ai(m) is proved. The uniqueness of the principal eigenvalue follows from the concavity
of nmL and the fact that P{m) ^ 0 and fJ,m<L{0) < 0. D

Note that in Case III the weight m = —m~ possesses a positive principal eigenvalue
in contrary to what occurs in cases I and II, and that in cases II and III the weight
m = m + does not have a positive principal eigenvalue in contrary to what occurs in
Case I.
REMARK 3.6. Let us conclude with some comments on the case of a general operator.

Let us consider
9 9

We assume that ft C RN is a C2+e bounded domain and that Ojj, bu ao, m €
Under these hypothesis, it can be proved in the same way as we did all the results of
the three considered cases, in the framework of classical solutions and using the classical
version of the Krein-Rutman theorem since all the results we have used are valid with
the above hypothesis (see for example, [10]).

Of course, it would be nice to weaken some of the regularity assumptions, especially
on the weight. However, there is a problem. The proof given by Hess of the fact that
P{m) > 0 implies fj,(X) —* —oo when A —¥ oo (and so the existence of a positive principal
eigenvalue when o0 ^ 0) depends on the continuity of m and cannot be extended to a
noncontinuous weight (see [10, Lemma 15.4], and also [2, 11]). And the alternative proof
that it is known uses the weak form of the equation with a suitable test function, and
so, or the coefficients a^ are assumed to be Cj.(Q x R) and then the operator can be
rewritten in divergence form (for example, [9, 7]), or the problem starts with an operator
in divergence form (for example [3, 4, 8]). We suppose that this should be true for a
general operator and m not continuous, but we do not know the proof.
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